Probability density function based modeling of spatial feature variation in capsule endoscopy data for automatic bleeding detection.
Wireless capsule endoscopy (WCE) is a video technology to inspect abnormalities, like bleeding in the gastrointestinal tract. In order to avoid a complex and long duration manual review process, automatic bleeding detection schemes are developed that mainly utilize features extracted from WCE images. In feature-based bleeding detection schemes, either global features are used which produce averaged characteristics ignoring the effect of smaller bleeding regions or local features are utilized that cause large feature dimension. In this paper, pixels of interest (POI) in a given WCE image are determined using a linear separation scheme, local spatial features are then extracted from the POI and finally, a suitable characteristic probability density function (PDF) is fitted over the resulting feature space. The proposed PDF model fitting based approach not only reduces the computational complexity but also offers more consistent representation of a class. Details analysis are carried out to find the best suitable PDF and it is found that fitting of Rayleigh PDF model to the local spatial features is best suited for bleeding detection. For the purpose of classification, the fitted PDF parameters are used as features in the supervised support vector machine classifier. Pixels residing in the close vicinity of the POI are further classified with the help of an unsupervised clustering-based scheme to extract more precise bleeding regions. A large number of WCE images obtained from 30 publicly available WCE videos are used for performance evaluation of the proposed scheme and the effects on classification performance due to the changes in PDF models, block statistics, color spaces, and classifiers are experimentally analyzed. The proposed scheme shows satisfactory performance in terms of sensitivity (97.55%), specificity (96.59%) and accuracy (96.77%) and the results obtained by the proposed method outperforms the results reported for some state-of-the-art methods.